Rendezvous Desk Booking

Deliver a great digital employee experience and
maximise space usage

For today’s hybrid workplace, NFS have
designed a range of user-friendly and
easy to deploy solutions.
We offer you a choice of native, mobile
app and occupancy sensor-based solutions designed to meet your needs.
Our solutions offer a great user experience, maximum desk occupancy and a
fast return on investment.
Easy to use
Our Rendezvous mobile apps are
designed for ease of use. With floorplan-based booking your staff can select
and book a desk in seconds.
Outlook integration ensures that they
never forget a booking - it is entered automatically into their calendar.
Fast and easy check in/out
Our sensor technology is ideal for finding
a hot desk or a huddle space fast. Find a
free space on the digital signage and walk
up to it – the sensor takes care of the rest.

Built with collaboration in mind
Collaboration is key to productivity in the
hybrid workplace.
Thanks to our colleague search feature
you can ensure that you are always able
to locate your colleagues easily on the
floorplan. Ideal for planning your day and
arranging to work with your team.
Tailored to your needs
Thanks to our open API, the solution easily
forms part of a wider ecosystem.
Rendezvous integrates with hardware
solutions such as QR scanners, RFID
readers, desk
panels and
digital signage
systems to
create a modern,
touch-free and
seamless employee experience.

More than desk bookings – plan
everything
Get the full power of the desktop application in your pocket.
Staff can easily
book ancillary
services such as
meeting rooms,
catering and
AV – straight
from the app and
with full Outlook
integration.

“

WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY

Here is a selection of the many positive testimonials recently posted on the independent
Gartner Peer Insights website:
“The set up and implementation was seamless. The team that worked with us couldn’t
have been more responsive, helpful and
professional.”
“Our users have easily adapted to using
the application and it has given us some
valuable insight into how our space is used
and will allow us to better plan for
the future.”

Data-driven
decision making
Sensor technology enables you to
pinpoint exactly
how each desk,
booth or seat is
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being used in real
time on the digital
signage screens. Make real estate decisions based on accurate historical usage
data – no more guesswork.
Never waste space
Our reverse hoteling feature ensures that
you can easily add desks to the booking
system. For example, when a colleague is
on holiday their desk can be released for
anyone to use and then released back to
them automatically on their return.
Ghost bookings become a thing of the
past – auto-release of unoccupied desks
means that empty desks can be released
quickly to those who need them.

“The software we have acquired itself
is very user friendly and our employees
have pickup easily how to use it. From the
outset Stephen was extremely engaging
and flexible with our requirements and our
budget.”

Find out more
Contact us today to discover how
Rendezvous can streamline your desk
booking experience.
A GREAT DIGITAL
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
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